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Abstract—Microblog,Twitter,status messages, the classified in-
formation website and so on are experiencing explosive growth
with the development of web2.0, people prefer to use short
texts to express their intentions and activities. Yet, when people
submit some requirements through short texts, they hope to get a
feedback which can help them to solve their problems rather than
relevant content. Sometimes people need corresponding intention
rather than similar content. However, current researches cannot
solve the problem well. In this paper, we propose an intention-
topic model: Verb-Biterm Topic Model(V-BTM), which aims at
corresponding intention matching.Intention is expressed by verbs
and topic is expressed by BTM.Intention is the action of people
want to express and topic is the goal of the intention. The key of
the model is that people tend to express their intention with verbs
and tend to express the topic with non-verb. In this model, firstly,
we distinguish intentions with the verb clustering with the help
of word2vec which is a deep learning tool. Secondly, we mine the
topic using Biterm Topic Model(BTM) on the data without verbs.
We carry out experiments on real-world short text collections.
The results demonstrate that our approach can get better verb
clustering and mine more coherent topics. Furthermore, the new
model can be the base of our future researches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Short texts become more and more prevalent on the social
media, no matter in traditional Web sites or in emerging media,
such as microblog, twitter, status messages, the classified infor-
mation website and so on. People prefer to use the short texts to
express their ideas, intentions and activities. Therefore massive
amounts of short texts are produced. Researches on short texts
play a vital role in a wide range of content analysis tasks, such
as clustering [1], classification [2], content characterizing [3]
[4] [5], topic detecting [6], sentiment analysis [7] and so on.

In the real world some people express their requirements
with short texts, and meanwhile some people express the
corresponding services. That is a very common phenomenon.
Such as “buying items and selling items”, “Recruitment and
application” and so on. When these texts are proposed, people
hope to get a feedback which can help to solve their problems
instead of relevant contents. A user proposes a short text “I
want to buy a pair of sports shoes”, and he prefers to find
a short text like “We sell many kinds of sports shoes at a
discount and welcome to purchase” rather than “We need to
buy a pair of shoes to attend the meeting”. This scenario of
corresponding intention matching can be described in Figure 1.

However, current researches havent solved this corresponding
matching well, we propose the intention-topic model aiming at
corresponding intention matching. The key of the model is that
people tend to express their intentions with verbs and tend to
express topics with non-verbs. This model includes two steps:

• We distinguish intentions with the verbs clustering
with the help of word2vec which is a deep learning
tool.This step aims at distinguishing the verbs to make
preparations for intentions matching.

• We mine the topic with the topic model for short
text Biterm Topic Model (BTM), a model proposed
by Xiaohui Yan [8]. Unlike the traditional long texts,
short texts are lack of rich contexts, which makes the
topic mining a difficult problem. Because of the data
sparseness of short texts, we apply BTM instead of the
traditional topic model(e.g.LDA [9] and PLSA [10]).
In this paper we focus on the non-verb words co-
occurrence rather than all words co-occurrence. This
step aims at mining the topics of the short texts and
makes preparations for short texts topic matching.

The contributions and innovation points we made in this paper
are displayed as follows:

• Propose an intention-topic model over verb clustering
and short topic mining. The model aims at the existing
corresponding intentions matching when the content
are the same or similar.

• Mine topics over non-verb words co-occurrence on
the base of [8] [11] rather than the traditional topic
model, in order to alleviate the data sparseness. This
work aims at the content people want to express, in
other words, latent topics of the short texts.

• Distinguish the intention over verb clustering with
word2vec which is a deep learning tool, semantics-
based and context-based instead of other clustering
algorithms. This work can cluster the similar verbs to
confirm the intention kind, making preparation for the
intention matching.

• Carry out experiments on our own dataset. We crawl
the short texts users published from the classified
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Fig. 1: Graphical representation of corresponding intention matching,
Ra represents requirement a and Sa represents service a. M represents
the corresponding intention matching Model.

information website(e.g.58.com, ganji.com and baix-
ing.com). The results demonstrate that our approach
can get better verb clustering and mine more coherent
topics on our own dataset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce related work briefly. Section III introduces our
approach in details and we carry out the experiments on the
real-word data collections and evaluate the performance in
Section IV. Finally, we conclude our work and discuss possible
jobs for the future on the base of this model.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce the related work from two
aspects: the topic mining algorithm and the user intention
mining method.

A. The topic mining algorithm

Mining the hidden topics of the texts mostly depends on
the topic mining algorithm and the general methods include:
traditional topic mining algorithms, topic mining algorithms
based on linear algebra LSA, topic mining algorithms based
on probabilistic model PLSA and LDA [12] [13].

Traditional mining algorithms utilize the texts clustering to
mine the topics.Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [14] makes
the text feature space dimension reduction to a low dimension
semantic space with singular value analysis(SVD).Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Analysis(PLSA) [10] learns the model pa-
rameters by expectation and maximization algorithm(EM).The
results demonstrate that PLSA can outperform LSA.Latent
Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) [9] improves the PLSA by adding
Dirichlet prior distribution. LDA is a “document-topic-word”,
three-layer Bayesian model. Its Graphical representation is in
Figure2. This model includes two Dirichlet prior parameters
and two probability distributions.They are shown in Figure3

Chen and Liu [15]incorporate different types of prior
knowledge into topic models. They retain the results learned
in the past and use them to help future learning. The proposed
algorithm mines two forms of knowledge: must-link(meaning
that two words should be in the same topic)and cannot-
link(meaning that two words should not be in the same topic).It
is a supervised method and our method of topic mining is
a unsupervised one. Besides it is a word co-occurrence in

Fig. 2: Graphical representation of LDA

Fig. 3: Improvement of topic mining algorithms

document and ours is not. We aims at the data sparseness of
short texts in topic mining.

B. The user intention mining method

In the field of intention mining, some researches focus on
the the topic clustering to discover peoples activities in the
real world [16] [17] [18]. Some online services utilize the
explicit categories to mine the users intentions and activities
[19] [20] [21]. Besides some researches focus on the user
interest profiling to mine the intentions [22]. These works all
want to mine the intention of people, however, the question that
whether such expression is suitable for representing peoples
intentions is not discussed [23]. As for the corresponding inten-
tions matching, these methods are not useful. Our approach not
only mines the topic but also mines the intention, without extra
information. We make use of the short texts people submit to
analyze non-verbs and verbs. Everyday experience suggests
that effective intention expression is consist of verbs and non-
verbs.

III. METHODOLOGY

Effective intention expression is consist of verbs and non-
verbs [23]. For example, when we know “house”, we still can
not know their intentions. But with the help of verb “buy” or
“rent” we can know what people want to do. The format “verb
and topic” represents the short text of people. The traditional
topic mining methods are document-level words co-occurrence
patterns. As for short texts, because there is data sparseness in
the document level, it can not obtain effective performance. In
order to mine the topics of short texts, our approach is based
on the BTM to mine the topic and clusters the verbs to mine
the intention. The architecture for the intention-topic model is
shown in Figure 4.

A. Biterm Topic Model

It is proposed by Xiaohui Yan et al. [8]. The Graphical
representation of BTM is shown in Figure 5 and the parameters
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Fig. 4: The architecture for the intention-topic model

of BTM are shown in table I. The keys of the model are shown
as follows:

• BTM supposes that two words co-occur more fre-
quently, they are more likely to belong to a same topic.

• BTM uses the aggregated patterns in the whole corpus
to mine the topic in order to solve the data sparseness.

BTM regards all documents as a bag of words and they
are out of order. If words co-occur in the same text, they are
represented as biterm:

(ω1, ω2, ω3)⇒ {(ω1, ω2), (ω1, ω3), (ω2, ω3)}
The generative process of the BTM are described as

follows, supposing α and β are the Dirichlet priors:

1) For each topic k∈[1,K]
a).draw a topic-specific word distribution φk ∼
Dirichlet (β)

2) Draw a topic distribution θ ∼ Dirichlet (α)
3) For each biterm bi∈B

a).raw a topic assignment zi∼Multinomial(θ)
b).draw two words: ωi,1,ωi,2∼Multinomial(θzi)

In the BTM, the probability of biterm(bi,bj)can be written
as:

p(b) =
∑

p(z)p(ωi|z)p(ωj |z) (1)

The likelihood of the whole corpus can be written as:

p(B) =
∏

<i,j>

∑

z

θzφi|zφj|z (2)

The generation of topics in a document: We firstly take the
distributions of biterms in the document:

P (b|d) = nd(b)∑
b

nd(b)
(3)

Then we calculate the topic proportions of biterms. In the
equation P (z)=θzand P (ωi|Z)=φi|z:

P (z|b) = P (z)P (ωi|z)P (ωj |z)∑
z
P (z)P (ωi|z)P (ωj |z) (4)

Fig. 5: Graphical representation of BTM

TABLE I: Values of the BTM

Values Meaning
K Number of topics

Nd Number of all biterms in all corpus

α Dirichlet prior parameter of topic probability distribution

β Dirichlet prior parameter of topic word probability distribution

θ Document topic probability distribution

φ Topic word probability distribution

Z Topic

Finally, we obtain the topic proportions of the document
in Formula 5, is in Formula 4 and is in Formula 3:

P (z|d) =
∑

b

P (z|b)P (b|d) (5)

B. Intention Distinguishing

Word2vec(word to vector) published by Google in 2013,
is an open source tool basing on the deep learning. It can
convert words to word vector. It has two models: CBOW and
Skip-Gram. With word2vec, the texts covert to k dimension
vectors and we can calculate the vector similarity to replace
the semantic similarity. The word vector is widely used in
Natural Language Processing(NLP) [24].

We use word2vec to cluster the verbs and suppose that the
verbs in the same class belonging to the similar intention. In
this way, we can distinguish the intention.

Intention distinguishing with word2vec mainly includes
two steps:

• Generation of the word vector. The dataset processed
by pre-processing are the corpus of the word2vec.Then
word2vec uses the neural network algorithm to train
the language model. After this step, we get a word
vector matrix for all words.

• Verb clustering. After the first step, texts are converted
to word vectors using K-means to cluster the word
vectors. K-means is a divisive method clustering al-
gorithm, with the mean value of all objects in class to
create “a cluster center”. After clustering, we separate
the verbs. These verb clustering results are what we
need.In this step, we do not cluster on the dataset
only including verbs, but cluster on the whole corpus.
Because effects of word2vec are influenced by the
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Fig. 6: Graphical representation of Verb-BTM

context. If only calculate on the verb texts, it can
influence the performance.

C. Verb-BTM

This model is based on the BTM, aiming at topic matching
and intention distinguishing. It uses BTM on the non-verb
texts to mine topic and cluster to mine the intention. The
format “verb and topic” replaces the short texts. The graphical
representation of Verb-BTM is in the Figure 6, and the v means
the verb words.

The generative process of the BTM are described as
follows:

• Use BTM to mine the topic. Separate the verb from the
pre-proccessed dataset. After this step, we get a dataset
only including non-verbs. Then we use BTM on this
dataset to mine the topic. This step makes preparations
for topic matching.

• Cluster the verbs to distinguish intention
a) Cluster the verbs on the whole pre-proccessed
corpus with the word2vec.
b) Separate the verbs from the clustering result.
c) Base the verb clustering to distinguish the intentions
and make preparations for intention matching.

D. Dataset

We use the data shown in the table II to carry out our
experiments and demonstrate that our approach is effective .

• Q & S collection includes the requirements and ser-
vices that people publish in the classified information
website, baixing.com, ganji.com and 58.com. When
the users log in these websites, they need to fill in the
table to express their intentions. However, we do not
use the table information. We crawl the texts that can
express their intentions and some useful information in
original tables. The final form is short texts not tables.
Each short text has a label chosen by the categories.

• Tweets2011 collection includes approximately 16
million tweets between January 23rd and February 8th,
2011. It is a real-world data collection, a standard short
text collection.

TABLE II: Summary of the Text Collection

Dataset Q&S Tweets2011
#doc 164,808 251,578

#word 21,423 33,857

avgDoclen 4.09 5.01

Fig. 7: Process of data pre-processing

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we carry out experiments and evaluate the
results. The results demonstrate that our approach can get
better verb clustering and mine the more coherent topics.

A. Data pre-processing

The baixing.comganji.com and 58.com are very popular
classified information websites in China. The users could send
their requirements via short texts on these web sites. We
take down these short texts via web crawler, then we use
the language technology platform (LTP)developed by Harbin
institute of technology [25] to have a deal with the word
segmentation and part-of-speech (POS) tagging. The process
of data pre-processing is shown in Figure 7. The raw data
are very noisy and they include many meaningless words. In
pre-processing, we use the stop-word list to remove the stop
words then the low-frequent words and incorrect words. After
pre-processing, the summary of data collections lists in tableII.
There are 164,808 documents and 21,423 distinct words left
and the average length of each document is 4.09.

The pre-processing of Tweets2011 collection is the same
as the Q & S collection. After the pre-processing, we select
251,578 tweets which include 33,857 distinct words and the
average length is 5.01 .

B. Topic mining and intention recognition

1) Topic mining: In this section, we have an experiment
with the pre-processed short texts. In order to evaluate the
effect of the BTM without verbs, we use the LDA with verbs,
LDA without verbs and BTM with verbs as baseline.

All experiments run on the Intel(R) core (TM) i3-2120
machine, which has 3.3GHz, 8G RAM.

The baseline LDA and BTM are all compiled by C++
code, and for the LDA, we adopt the open-source program
Gibbs LDA++, the parameters are settled as: α=50/k,β =0.01.
BTM parameters are settled as: α=50/k, β=0.01. K is the topic
number we set.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in topic
mining over short texts, we take three experiments as baseline
and our approach is BTM-V:
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TABLE III: Variables of the Formula

Variables Meaning
D(v) Number of document including word v

D(v, v′) Number of document including word v and word v co-occurrence

V z = (vz
1 , ..., v

z
T ) Top words

T Number of top words

TABLE IV: Coherence Score

T 5 10 20
LDA+V -62.06 -246.14 -1002.34

LDA-V -61.73 -245.06 -1001.08

BTM+V -60.28 -244.81 -1000.92

BTM-V -58.73 -243.63 -999.32

• LDA+V We carry out experiments using LDA on the
dataset including all distinct words.

• LDA-V We carry out experiments using LDA and
separate verbs from other words. Then we use the texts
without verbs as the input of the model.

• BTM+V We carry out experiments using BTM on the
dataset including all distinct words.

• BTM-V We carry out experiments using BTM and
separate verbs from other words. Then we use the texts
without verbs as the input of the model.

2) The evaluation and analysis of topic mining: We have
an evaluation on the topic components, the method of the
coherence score was proposed by Mimno et al [26], it con-
sidered that if the more times that the words emerge together
in the topic, the more condensed the topic, more accurate, the
higher coherence score certify the better effect. The evaluation
of quality of topic uses Formula 6 and the variables are shown
in table III.

C(z;V (z)) =
T∑

t=2

t∑

t=1

log
D(v

(z)
m , v

(z)
l ) + 1

D(v
(z)
l )

(6)

Table IV shows our experiment results. we select the first
five, first ten and first twenty topic words to calculate the
coherence score, the results show that the coherence score
of BTM-V is higher than any of the LDA+V, LDA-V and
BTM+V, it illustrated that the topics generated by the BTM-V
are more condensed, the topic words could express the topic
better, and could help us to mine the topic.

3) Intention mining : Word2vec uses the open source
Google code, running on Linux.

4) The evaluation and analysis of intention mining: We
use the typical evaluation index: accuracy rate, recall rate and
F-measure value to evaluate the clustering results. In table V,
we give the calculation method of evaluation criteria. Nij is
the number of words in class i and clustered to cluster j. N−

i j
is the number of words not in class i and clustered to cluster
j. N

i
−
j

is the number of words in class i and not clustered to

cluster j. N−
i
−
j

is the number of words not in class i and not

clustered to cluster j. Formula 7 is the Precision. Formula 8 is

TABLE V: Binary Adjacency List

Word in class i Word not in class i
Word clustered to cluster j Nij N−

i j

Word not clustered to cluster j N
i
−
j

N−
i
−
j

TABLE VI: The Results of the Experiments

Precision(%) Recall(%) F-measure
Word2vec 87.45 82.33 08481

CURE 66.73 65.34 0.6603

DBSCAN 78.23 76.03 0.7711

the Recall and Formula 9 is the F-measure.The formulas are
show as follows:

Pr ecision =
Nij

Nij +N−
i j

=
Nij

Nj
(7)

Recall =
Nij

Nij +N
i
−
j

=
Nij

Ni
(8)

F −measure =
2× Pr ecision× Recall

Pr ecision+Recall
(9)

In order to certify the word2vec is better than CURE and
DBSCAN ,we do ten random cluster experiments.We evaluate
the clustering effect using the word2vec, and have a compar-
ison with CURE(a clustering algorithm based on hierarchical
clustering, sampling on the dataset first, then partition on the
sampling samples, next to have a local clustering for each
partition, finally to have a global clustering according to the
local clusters) and DBSCAN(a clustering algorithm based on
density, starting from the core object to cluster the objects
whose density reachable into one using the spatial index
technology) [27]. We calculate the precision, recall and F-
measure respectively, and the results are listed in tableVI,and
we show clearly in Figure 8.

Having a comparison with the results, the clustering result
using word2vec is better than the CURE and DBSCAN, and it
illustrates that word2vec can cluster the verbs effectively, and
for the purpose of distinguishing the intentions.

Fig. 8: Comparison experiment results on verb clustering
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According to tableIV and tableVI,we can see that our
method can receive better topic quality in topic mining and
can cluster the verbs effectively for distinguishing the inten-
tions.According to these two steps we can receive the format
“verb,topic”,showing that our method is suitable and effective
for intention-topic model.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Corresponding intention matching becomes an increasingly
important task, due to the personal recommendation. In this
paper, we propose this intention-topic model to distinguish
the intention and mine the topic of the short texts that
people published. This model includes two parts: intention
distinguishing via clustering the verbs in the short texts and
topic mining via the short text topic model BTM without verbs.
The format “verb, topic” is the final expression of the short
texts people published. Experiments are carried out on real-
word short texts. The results demonstrate that our approach
can get better verb clustering and discover the more coherent
topic.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
a mode aiming at corresponding intention matching for short
texts. However, our work just distinguish the intention of users
by verbs clustering and still need to analyze the accurate
expressions for the intentions and the corresponding intentions.
In the future work, after mining intentions and topics of the
users expressing in the short texts we will make sure the
corresponding intention. Then we can match the topic and
intention. These works make preparation for the personalized
recommendation.
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